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that he gave until he had every little aspect of it worked out xtttx)zgx

the best he could possibly work it out, and the improvements in speaking and

in the ability of presentation improved tremendously. It takes moosar

to utilize the talents which the Lord has given us and to make them effective

in his service.

Now this, however, is only the first apsect of moos'ar, hard work

It is a very vital aspect, iDx without it we cannot accpmplish for God.

We here at Faith Seminary expect you to work hard, and we are not the

least bit apoldigetic about it. Because we kjzp know that if you do not

learn how to work hard here, you will not work hard later, and if you

do not work hard in your life, the Lord will accomplish little through

your efforts. But hard work is not all. It is only a part of it, a vital

part of it, but it is only one part.

Now, a second part which is equally important, tf of moosar, is

intelligent work,and that is characteristic of each of these people whom

I have mentioned this morning. Not simply effort, but carefully planned and

directed effort . Intelligent effort, finding the way to accomplish the

end that is in view. One time, a good many years ago, I was up in

northern Penna., and I was planning to cmap out a few days. And I would

camp on the porch of a hunting cabin, as a rule, there on a porch it is not

so cold underneath, and if it rains you are protected from above. And

one afternoon, there, late in the afternoon, I came to a hunting

cabin, and I hadn't seen any for quite a distance, and I t put my stuef there

on the porch and sat down expecting tomake my bed there and spend the night

there. And a car drove up , and a group of people came and they were going

to spend the night in the cabin. And I told them what my idea had been,

and they said to me, and I said do you know of any othe cabin near here,

xi where I can go, and they said yes, there is a place if you go donw this
did k it have

road a mile, there is a cabin just off the orad, and

a porch like that, I had asked because it had then begun to rain, and they
,no I&- 4ats~T 6,1'
said that it had got a wood shed that was nto locked. And I could step in
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